Abstract -The communication complexity of a two-variable function f ( x , y ) is the number of information bits two communicators need to exchange to compute f when, initially, each knows only one of the variables. There are several communication-complexity measures corresponding to whether 1) the worst case or average number of bits is considered, 2) computation errors are allowed or not, and 3) randomization is allowed or not. Tight bounds are provided for the typical behavior of all bounded-error communication-complexity measures of Boolean functions.
I. INTRODUCTION
OMMUNICATION complexity was first introduced C by Abelson [l] and Yao [2] . It is concerned with different aspects of the following problem: n is a positive integer, f is a binary function defined on (0,. . -, n -1 ) X (0; . -, n -l } , and c 2 0. Two communicators, P, having a random integer X E (0;. ., n -1} and P, having a random integer Y E (0; . . , n -l}, use a predetermined protocol to compute f( X , Y ) with probability of error I c.
How many bits must they exchange on the average? at worst?
The next two sections make these notions more precise: in Section I1 we formally define the deterministic model; in Section I11 we describe randomized protocols and compare them to deterministic ones. In Section IV we survey 2) In general, each of P, and Py could decide on a that a given communicator (say, P,) knows f( X, Y ) for all ensuring that both P, .and PY know f( X, Y ) for all inputs. 
Remarks:
(Note that requiring merely that at least One communica-1) Note that the first two properties must apply to all )s, even those larger than m ( x , y ) . ' ' p~ can 2) It can be shown that, although empty messages are allowed, the prefix-free-messages property does not inNot every protocol can be carried Out in a distributed environment where, initially, p~ knows Only x, p~ Only crease the amount of communication required. Every protocol containing empty messages can be trivially modified knows Y, and their only information about each other's random variable derives from previously exchanged messages. To enable communication in such an environment, we we restrict consideration to protocols .possessing the following properties.
tions.
Separate-Transmissions Property
All that a communicator knows prior to. transmitting a message is a random variable and previous transmissions. To guarantee that his message will not depend on the other communicator's variable, we require that, for all x , x ' , y , y': for odd i, ( b , ( x , y ) ) ; : : = ( b , ( x , y'))j:: implies that to obtain a protocol that transmits the Same number of bits but does not contain any empty message.
henceforth that all protoco~s possess these three properties. N~~ we turn to the complexity definiLet l,(x, y ) = I3~L~'.")Ibj(x, y ) l denote the total number of bits transmitted according to the protocol @ when P, knows and p p knows y . The worst complexity of @ is defined as receives terminates, we require that, given his random variable and previous transmissions, the set of all possible messages he can receive is prefix-free. Hence, for odd i , (b,(x, 
Separate-Decisions Property
When a communicator decides on the computed value, he must, again, base that decision on the random variable and the messages exchanged. Therefore, The subscript D stands for deterministic, whereas the zero indicates that no errors are allowed (zero probability of error). As might be suspected by the excessive notation, both requirements will soon be relaxed.
RANDOMIZED PROTOCOLS
Randomized protocols are like deterministic ones, except that P, and P, may use "coin flips" to determine their transmissions. Whereas deterministic protocols require that P, base his transmissions and computed value only on X and preceding transmissions (similarly for P,), randomized protocols require that P, base the bias of the u,(x, y ) = u,(x, y ' ) , coin flips (which determine his transmissions and com-puted value) only on X and preceding transmissions (similarly, for P,.). Still, the set of all messages that have positive probability at any time must be prefix-free. Furthermore, the computed values must always agree (this requires a simple rejustification).
We denote randomized protocols by Q, (as opposed to (p for deterministic protocols). The number of bits transmitted when P, knows x and P, knows y is now a random variable denoted by L, (x, y ) . Its expected value is denoted by &( x, y ) .
The definitions of average and worst-case complexities of protocols can now be extented to randomized protocols. The worst case complexity L, of Q, is
Similarly, the computed value V,(x, y ) , which P, and P, assume is the value of f ( x , y ) , is now a 0-1 random variable. We let E, (x, y ) =p (V,(x, y ) # f ( x , y ) ) denote the probability that the computed value determined by (D is wrong for ( x , y ) , and define E,(!), the worst case error incurred by (D in computing f , as def E (0;. ., n -I } x (0;. ., n -I}}.
1) The maximum in E, and E,(f) is taken over the inputs. For each input we still average over the "coin flips."
2) For brevity we consider only worst case errors. Average error results (when average errors are appropriately defined) can also be obtained.
Using these quantities, we define two more communication-complexity measures. The worst case randomized communication complexity of a function f with c error:
ing to the integer known to the transmitter and previous transmissions. Conceptually, each communicator can perform all the random experiments (corresponding to all possible integers she might have and all possible transmissions) prior to the commencement of the communication. Then, given the communicator's value and previous transmissions, he consults the appropriate experiment and discards the rest.
These two huge random experiments, each performed by one communicator, are independent of the current input. Every combined outcome of these two random experiments induces a deterministic protocol. Let p ( @ ) be the total probability of outcomes that induce the deterministic protocol @. As before, each @ determines l, (x, y ) and u+(x, y ) . The expected communication length for ( x , y ) , denoted earlier as L , ( x , y ) , and the probability of error E,(x, y ) can now be written as
These equations clearly imply that
( 2 ) + Before proceeding further, we note that there are two shared random sources: the communicators have access to each other's random experiment. separate random sources: the communicators do not have access to each other's random experiment.
Clearly, e,( f, ;
) and cR( f, t ) depend on the model assumed. The bounds we prove hold in a strong sense: all the lower bounds apply even with shared random sources, i.e., even when we combine the two random experiments into one that is known to both communicators. All the upper bounds apply even if the experiments are separated, each known to one communicator. Therefore, all bounds apply to both models.
possible models:
1)

)
We have so farn defined four complexity measures: A simple relationship between randomized and deterministic protocols is useful in proving lower bounds on randomized protocols. Let Q, be a randomized protocol. Each transmission is the outcome of a random experiment whose probability distribution is determined by Q, accordallowed ( c = 0)-the so-called "Las Vegas" comptexities.
There are two Las Vegas complexity measures (C,( f, 0) and C,(f,O), but it can be easily seen that for all functions 3) (Corollary 6) Most of the functions in 5 have e,( f , t ) < (1 -2c)(log( s / n ) + 5.31oglog n + 210g(l/~)). 4) (Corollary 8) For most of the functions in e, the bounds in (2) and (3) are tight:
( l -Z c ) ( l o g n -2 log log n )
The vertical lines bound the complexity of most functions. The dotted line therefore means that, for most functions, all complexity measures are smaller than log n + 1 (in this case, it is trivially true for all functions).
The dashed line and other known results are described in the next two paragraphs.
Yao [2] proved that, for most functions, e,(f,O) is the worst possible: about logn. The proof can be easily modified to show that the same is true for c,(f,O). For randomized protocols, Yao showed that the equality func-
More recently, it has been shown [6] , [7] that for most Fig. 1 by a dashed vertical line, implies that for most functions it does not help to allow randomization or E error or even to measure only the average complexity-the complexity remains about the same. In particular, it means that the equality and the function of [5] are more the exception than the rule.
Let 1, = {(x, y ) : f ( x , y ) =1} be the set of inputs for which f is 1 and 0, be the set of inputs for which f is 0.
The vast majority of binary functions have about equal number of ones and zeros in their function table. Therefore, saying that a certain property holds for most functions, is about the same as saying that it holds for most functions with 11, ) = n2/2. A natural question, thus, is whether the complexity is reduced when the number of ones and zeros is not balanced, i.e., 11, 1 n2/2 or l O, l < < n2/2. Similar questions have been asked concerning the compression of binary sequences. Considerable insight has been obtained by noting that sequences are compressible to their entropy, notwithstanding the fact that most sequences are incompressible because their entropy is maximal. Does a similar property hold for communication complexity?
Without loss of generality, we consider only functions with fewer ones than zeros, 1, I n2/2. For every integer s 5 n2/2, define .? = { f : 11, l = s} (the set of functions del dcl All the bounds proved apply to both models: shared and separate sources of randomness, and they are all tight up to an additive term. They are summarized in Fig. 2 . As in Fig. 1 , dotted vertical lines denote upper bounds and dashed lines denote lower bounds.
Some of the consequences of these results are as follows. 1) All the complexity measures fall in onepf two distinctly different classes. One (consisting of C, (f,O) and C, (f,O) ) is at least lognA-4 bits for every s. The other (consisting of CD( f,O), CR( f , E), and CR( f , E ) ) decreases with s and is about log(s/n) bits. For s = n2/2, there is a small difference between the complexity measures in the two classes. For s = n or s = n log n , the complexity measures in the first class are exponentially larger than those in the second.
For most functions, 11, 1 = n2/2. Therefore, all complexity measures coincide and are about logn bits. However, for most sparse functions (11,l < < n2/2), the following hold.
2) In error-free computation, considerably fewer bits are needed on the average than at wo;st (most interesting, of course, is the difference between CD( f, 0) and C,( f , 0)).
3) In error-free computation, randomization does not help reduce the worst case Complexity. Even for s = n , Fost functions in (f,O) , and the function described in [5] (see Example 2) is an exception. 4) However, if errors are allowed, randomization does reduce the worst case complexity. In fact, in this case, it is close to average error-free deterministic complexity. Thus the behavior of the equality function is typical of functions in its class: F,.
In this section we prove the results claimed. In Section V-A, we prepare the ground-work by exploring some information theoretic properties of protocol!. In Section V-B, we show that for most functions, C,(f,O) 2 logn -4 (Corollary 4). In Section V-C we prove the separation between the classes by showing that for all functions C,(f,O) I lo~(~lf~/n)+8.310glogn and that, for most functions, C,( f, t ) I (1 -2c)(log (Il,l/n) + 5.3 log log n ) + 2 (Corollaries 6 and 7). These results are deduced from a stronger bound that takes into consideration the distribution of ones in the function table. Last, in Section V-D Corollary 8, we show that these bounds are tight up to a negligible additive term by proving that for most functions
A. Preliminary Results
If b,; . ., 6, are strings, we let [bk . . . b,] or [b,] :+ denote the string obtained by their concatenation. We say that the sequence (b,; . ., b,) parses the string
There usually are many ways to parse a string.
For every (x, y ) , we let b,( x, y ) = [ b,( x , y) ]733 "I, the codeword associated with (x, y ) , be the concatenation of all messages transmitted according to + when (x, y ) is the input. The next theorem shows that only one parsing of b,( x, y ) complies with the separate-transmissions and the prefix-free-messages properties.
The induction hypothesis is clearly true for i = 0. Assume it is true for i -1; then [b,(x, y) 
:. Hence one of [b,(x, y) ]:=, and [b,(x', y') ]7=l is a prefix of the other, which implies that one of b,(x, y ) and b,(x', y ' ) is a prefix of the other. If i is odd, then, by the separatetransmissions property and the induction hypothesis, b,(x, y ' ) = b , ( x , y ) . By the prefix-free-messages property, neither b , ( x , y ' ) nor b,(x', y ' ) can be a proper prefix of the other, and hence they must be the same. Using the same argument for
The symmetric argument works for even i's, which completes the proof of the induction.
Q.E.D.
Besides showing that b, (x, y ) can be parsed into the individual messages in a unique way the theorem has three other implications. They are used extensively later so we restate them as individual corollaries. To do so, we need the following definitions.
A rectangle is a set of the form R , X R , where R,, R , ~( O ; . . , n -l } . If S is a subset of {O;..,n-l}x (0; . ., n -l}, we define its closure to be Cl(S) = {(x, y ) : def f o r s o m e u a n d u i n ( O ; . . , n -l } , b o t h ( x , u ) a n d ( u , y ) are in S }. It can be shown that C1 ( S ) is the intersection of all rectangles that contain S and is therefore a rectangle. The theorem implies that if b,(x, y ) = b,(x', y'), then the "corner points" (x, y ' ) and (x', y ) have the same codeword. Therefore, if a protocol assigns the same codeword to all inputs in a set S , it assigns the same codeword to all inputs in C1 ( S ) .
Let R,(x, y ) = {(U, U ) : b,(u, U ) = b,(x, y ) } be the set of inputs having the same code-word as (x, y ) . The first corollary of Theorem 1 states that R,(x, y ) can assume only special forms.
Corollary 1: For all (x, y ) E (0;. ., n -l} X ( 0 ; . .,
This corollary has an intuitive " near-proof.'' Consider the set S of inputs that can result in a given sequence of messages. By the separate-transmissions property, whenever P, transmits a message, he partitions this set into horizontal slices (sets of the form S n(A, x ( 0 ; . ., n -1)) where the A , partition (0;. ., n -l}), one slice corresponding to each message. (Note that this would not have been the case without the separate-transmissions property.) Similarly, when P, transmits a message, he partitions S into uertrcul shces (sets of the form S n((0;. ., n -1) X Ay)). Since any horizontal (or vertical) slice of a rectangle is again a rectangle, it is clear, by induction, that R,(x, y ) is a rectangle. The missing part in this "proof" is showing that different rectangles cannot correspond to the same concatenation of messages. This is the essence of Theorem 1.
The second corollary states that the codewords associated with the rectangles form a prefix-free set. Let be the set of rectangles over which + has a fixed codeword.
Any input (x, y ) belongs to the rectangle R,(x, y ) , and any two intersecting rectangles in 9, coincide. Therefore, 9, partitions (0,. . ., n -1) x (0; . ., n -l } into 1 9 , l rectangles where (SI denotes the cardinality of the set S . For each rectangle R E 9+, define b,(R) to be the unique codeword that + assigns to all inputs in R. Then Theorem 1 implies the following.
Corollary 2: { b,( R ) : R E g,} is prefix-free, and its cardinality is 1 9 , l .
The third corollary combines the theorem with the separate-decisions property to show the following.
Corollary 3: For all R E 9,, U, is constant over R .
Let (x, y ) , (x', y ') be two inputs in a rectangle R E 9,. From the theorem, (b,(x, y) 
Before proceeding to prove the bounds, we need a lemma from information theory. A probability distribution is a set of nonnegative reals that add to one. To allow multiple equal probabilities, we regard probability distributions as multisets, but for lack of alternative notation we denote them, as sequences, by angled brackets. The entropy of a probability distribution ( p ( x ) : x E S ) is defined as
The next information-theoretic lemma says that the number of bits needed to describe the outcome of a random variable is at least the entropy of the underlying probability distribution. In this section we prove that for most functions, however sparse, Las Vegas is not much better than determinism when worst case complexity is the measure. Slightly y o r e precisely, for all s > n, most functions in 5 have CR(f,O) 2 logn -4.
As mentioned in Section 111, every randomized protocol can be regarded as a collection of deterministic protocols; the randomness is confined to the choice of the protocol.
Given any error-free deterministic protocol + and any input (x, y ) , an error-free deterministic protocol cp' exists that exchanges only two bits when the input is (x, y ) and at most two bits more than cp for every other input. It is therefore not clear a priori that there must be an input 'A set of strings is traditionally called a code book or a code. Its elements are called codewords.
with a large expected communication (L@(x, y) ). We prove the lower bound by demonstrating a set S of inputs over which every deterministic protocol must exchange a large number of bits on rhe auerage. over a set S G (0;. a , n -l >~( 0 ; . . , n -1} to be
We define the average complexity of a protocol
The definition applies of course also to deterministic protocols. If + is deterministic, 9+ (defined in Section V-A) induces a partition S,; e , S, of S such that each Si is the intersection of S with some rectangle R, E 9+. The rest of the proof applies this lemma to most functions in 3, for every n I s I n 2 / 2 . We divide the range n I s I n 2 / 2 into three intervals: n I s < 2n log n , 2n log n I s < n2/S, and n 2 / 8 I s I n2/2. The larger s, the more likely are functions in 3 to have high complexity. Therefore, the most interesting interval to prove is n I S I 2 n log n . We only prove this interval here and mention the stronger results pertaining to the other intervals of s in Corollary 4.
The closure of a set T was defined in Section V-A to be def C1 ( T ) = { ( x , y ) : for some U and u in { 0; . , n -1 } , b o t h ( x , u ) a n d ( u , y ) a r e i n T } .
If S~( O ;~~, n -l } X ( O ;~~, n -l } , w e l e t A? bethesize of the largest subset T of S such that f is constant over Cl(T):
As/zfmax{lTI: T~S , a n d ( x , , y , ) , ( x , , y~) E C~( T ) -f(X1?yl) = f ( x 2 r y 2 ) ) .
(Note that C1 ( T ) does not have to be contained in S.) The next theorem uses A; to upper-bound tke size of each SJ; then it uses Lemma 2 to lower-bound C,(f,O).
Theorem 2: C,(f,O) 2 log~s~/As/ for all s _c (0; . ., Proof: Let S be any set in (0; . ., n -1> x (0; . ., n -l}, @ be any error-free randomized protocol, and @ be any deterministic protocol in @ that occurs with nonzero probability.
Consider the partition Si; . ., S, of S induced by 9+. By definition, each S, is contained in one rectangle of 9+;
hence CI(S,) is also contained in that rectangle. From Corollary 3, u+(x, y ) must be constant over C1(Sj). However, since @ is error-free and @ occurs with positive probability, @ must be error-free too. Hence f ( x , y ) must be constant over CI (S,) . This implies that IS,~IA~. A simple calculation-can show that if ISJl I A; for all j , then H (~S ,~/~S~: j = l ; -. , J ) >log(lSl/A>). Therefore, by the last lemma, 2 log( ISl/AS,). This is true for all positiveprobability protocols @ E @; therefore, > log(ISI/As/). Proof: We define a square to be a product set of the form A , X A ,. where A , , A,. C (0; . ., n -1> are of equal size. We call J A Y / (equivalently, / A , \ ) the side of the square. The proof proceeds with two claims.
Claim I :
The fraction of functions f in 8 for whch 1, contains a square of side 3 is at most s9/ni2.
Proof of Claim 1:
Fix a 3 x 3 square in (0,. . ., n -1> x (0; . ., n -l}. The number of sets of sizes s (thought of as 1,) that contain this square, is n 2 -9 . Hence the number of sets of size s that contain any 3 X 3 square is at most (;)(;)($;:).
The fraction of functions in 5 such that 1, contains a 3 X 3 rectangle is, therefore, at most n -1> x(0;. ., n -1}.
( s -9 1
Claim 2: For all s 2 n , the fraction of functions f in 8 such that 0, contains a square of side 2 7 n / 8 is at most Proof of Claim 2: As before, fix a square of side 7n/8. The number of sets of size n2 -s (thought of as 0,) that 1 /2". contain this square is n 2 -( 7 n / 8 ) . Therefore, the number of sets of size n 2 -s that contain any square of side To complete the proof, we need one more definition. Call a set S diagonal if no two of its elements are in the same row or column. (That is, (x, y ) , (x', y ' ) E S implies x # x' and y # y'). It is easy to see that if 0, does not contain a square of side k (1 I k < n ) , then 1, contains a diagonal set of size n -k + 1.
We can therefore deduce that for a fraction of at least 1 -2(~'/n'~) of the functions f in 3, the set 1, contains a diagonal set D, of size n / 8 but does not contain a square of side 3. D, is clearly the desired set because if T D, and IT( 2 3 then Cl(T) contains a square of side 3. This implies that C1 ( T ) 1,.
The claimed bounds can now be proved easily: Corollary 4: For any s 2 n , a fraction of at !east 1-
2[(210gn)'/n3] of the functions in 3 have C,(f,O) 2
Proof: If n 216 the claim is trivially true. Otherwise, as mentioned before, we divide the proof into three intervals of s: n < s < 2 n l o g n , 2nlogn1s<n~/8, and n2/8 I s 5 n2/2. We prove the result for the first interval and state the (stronger) results that can be proved for the others. n 2 s < 2n log n : A fraction of at le!st 1 -
[ ( 1 0 g n )~/ n~] of the functions in 3 have C,(f,O) 2
log n -4.
log n -4. To determine the worst case Las Vega? complexity of H;, consider lHr (the set of inputs for which HF is 1). Its size is 2"( : ). Yet, [9] showed that for 0 5 k I [N/2-m 1 , the largest rectangle contained in lHr is of size Taking S of Theorem 2 to be the union of lHL and any element subset of OH;, we obtain eR( H / , O ) 2 Ilog(2"t-1)1 = N + 1; This clearly implies that for all k'3 in the above range, CR( H,N, 0) = N + 1.
When n is a power ot2, the equality function is equivalent to H,N. Therefore, CR(equ, 0) = N + 1 = log n + 1.
C. Upper Bound on cDG 0) and eRg C)
Section IV. It bounds the complexity in terms of the distribution of the ones and zeros (rather than just their number). For " non-regular'' distributions it is even lower than log(ll,l/n).
For notational convenience we define log0 to be -1 and define G ( f ) as follows:
The upper bound proved is stronger tK& described in Proof: The trivial protocol @ that guesses wi;h probability 2 ,~ and transmits all bits otherwise has E,(f) I E and L, I 1 + 2r + (1 -2~)(log n + 2) = 3 -26 + (1 -2~) l o g n. For n I 60000, this is less than the upper bound for all E. Thus, from here on, we assume that n > 60000. Let a E' a( m In n/c). Then n > 60000 implies U > 31.1 so the number of primes between U and 2a is at least o/(&lna) and at most a/lna. That is, a/(filna) < IT(2a)-n(a) < a/lna where IT(x) is the number of primes not exceeding x. The number of primes between U and 2a that divide any positive integer I n is always at most log IT n .
For brevity, let (x), denote x mod a. We show that the following protocol, denoted achieves the claimed bound. 1) P,, picks at random a prime a such that U < a < 2a.
He transmits a and ( y ) , to P,.
2) P, computes and transmits e def .
\O,
otherwise.
3) Both P, and P, accept g (x, a,(y) log(l/e)+O.5 -1ogln31.1 bits; log(l/c) + 0.5 + 0.77 bits;
Hence the total communication is at most 2(log m + logln n +log(l/c)+l) bits.
In the next example we use the lemma to improve the bound on a function defined in [5].
(0, 1}" (we index the sequences with superscripts because subscripts were used earlier to denote a bit in a sequence).
If n = 2u2, then each (x'; . ., x") can be identified with an integer in (0; . ., n -1). The component equahty (CE) function is defined as However, to meet the lower bound, Lemma 4 needs to be improved even for functions with equally dense rows. The reason is that the protocol uses about as many bits describing the results of the random experiments as it does describing the values. One way around this, is using less randomization. The following lemma, proven in [4] , shows that in the initial phases of the communication, deterministic protocols can be efficient.
Lemma 5: Let n 2 2 , m > l , and f : {O;..,n-l)x { O ; . . , n -l ) + {0,1} satisfy I { y : f ( x , y ) = I } I s m forall X E {0;..,n-1}.
Then, there exists a partition B,; . ., B,cm,(lnn)~ l 1 of {0;,.,n-1} such that for x = O ; . . , n -1
where c is a constant independent of n , m , and f . Combined, Lemmas 4 and 5 yield the following. Lemma 6: For all n 2 2 , O<e11/2, and f : {O;..,
where c is a constant independent of n , c, and f .
Proof: Without loss of generality assume that
.-,n-l} such that forall X E A , andall j~( l ; . . ,
where c is a constant. P, and Pr agree on such a collection of partitions and conduct a protocol 1) P, transmits [logm(x)l to P,. (thereby telling him of the index of the set A , that x is in).
2 ) If [log m ( x ) l = -1, they decide that the value of the function is zero and stop. If -1 < [log rn(x)l < [log(In n)'-'l, they move to step 3. Otherwise, P,. transmits the index j of the set B,logm(x)l,, that contains y .
From now on, they know that (x, y ) is in the generalized rectangle A,lognl(.,v)l X B , l o g m ( x ) l , j. This rectangle has the property that each of its rows contains at most (In n)'.l elements of 1,. That is, I{ y E B,l,,,l,,,l, I : 
3) They use the protocol of Lemma 4 to find f ( x , y ) over this rectangle with probability of error I c.
The number of bits transmitted is upper-bounded by the following steps.
Step 1 Step 2 defined as follows
Step
Hence for every (x, y ) , the total number of bits transmitted is at most logm(x)+2log(l/e)+4.1logln n + c (where c is a new constant). The average, therefore, is I (l/n)Z::A log m ( x ) + 2 log (l/e) + 4.1 log In n + c = G( f ) + 2 log( l / e ) + 4.1 logln n + e.
Q.E.D.
Decreasing c in the lemma increases the complexity only moderately, so if e is large, some bits can be saved by incurring an error smaller than e most of the time and just guessing the result in the rest, yielding the following.
Theorem 3: For all n 2 2, 0 < c <1/2, and all f :
where c is a constant independent of n , c, and f . def Proof: Let 8%' min(e,(l/G(f)),l/lOl) and c ' = ( e -6)/(1/2 -8). The protocol O3 is defined as follows 1) P,. performs a random experiment that is 1 with probability c ' and transmits the outcome to P,.
2 ) If the outcome of the experiment is 1, P,, performs an unbiased binary experiment and transmits the result to P,. They both accept the outcome of this experiment as the value of f (x, y ) . If the outcome of the experiment in the first Dhase is 0 (Drobabilitv 1 -6'1, thev use protocol a, logm(x) s i } . Clearly, the sets A -, , A , , Al,...,Allogn1 partition (0;. ., n -1).
(Lemma 6) to compute f(x, y ) with probability of error -< 6.
The total probability of error is I c'/2 + (1 -€')a = ~' ( ( l / 2 ) -6 ) + 6 = E. The average communication length is
. ( G ( f ) + 4.1 log log n + 2 log (1/6) + c) I 2 + (1 -2~) ( G ( f ) + 6.3 log log n + 2 log ( l /~) + C) .
By the convexity of the log function, G ( f ) I log(llfl/n). We have therefore proved the upper bound for the average case.
Corollary 5: For all n 2 2,O < c I 1/2, and all functions
For all s 2 n, most functions in 3 have about the same number of ones in every row and column. A quick analysis of Lemma 6 can show that the expected number of bits transmitted for every input is about the same (and, that step 1 can be skipped). Hence we have the following. Corollary 6: Let s 2 n 2 2 and 0 < E 11/2. For most functions f in 5,
The protocol of Theorem 3 can incur an error only when its computed value is one. This happens with probability I E + ( llfl/n2). Verifying the result whenever that is the case, we obtain a randomized Las Vegas protocol with E, I log(llfl/n)+ 8.31oglogn + c. This, in turn, implies the existence of a deterministic protocol with the same average length. Thus we have the next corollary.
Corollary 7: For all functions f: (0, * *, n -l} X (0; . -, n -1> + {O,l}, C,(~,O) I log(l1~l/n)+8.3loglogn + c.
Proof: If llfl/n2 > l/(log n)8.3, then log(llfl/n) + 8.3 loglog n + c 2 log n + c. For c 2 2, this is more than the complexity of the trivial protocol. Else, let E = l/log n.
Corollary 5 says that cR( f, ?) I log Ilfl/n + 8.31oglog n + c. The protocol used to derive this bound (a3) errs only when its computed value is one. Assuming a uniform probability distribution over the inputs, this happens with probability I E + ( llfl/n2) I 2/log n. By verifying the result whenever this is the case, we add at most 2 bits on the average. Therefore, c,( f, 0) = cR( f, 0) 2 log( llfl/n) + 8.3 loglog n + c.
Example 3: Consider HE !gain. Example 1 showed that for 0 I k I N/2 -m 1 , C,( HF, 0) 2 log N. The following protocol, whose main advantage is amenability to simple analysis, shows that the average complexity of H f is much smaller. The expected value of I,+, can be determined via a tedious calculation or by using an old trick. For j = l , -. . , k + l , let D , = I J -I J -l (I,, is defined to be zero). Then each D, is distributed geometrically with parameter 1/2. Therefore, the expected value of each D, is 2, and the expected value of is E(I,+J = Ec;+tD,) = C;1:2
Note that this protocol achieves a much smaller complexity than that promised by Corollary 7. The next subsection, however, shows that this is a rare exception. For most functions, the upper bound of the corollary is quite tight. The reason for the discrepancy here is that 0, :
contains unusually large generalized rectangles. 
D. Lower Bound on cRg ?)
In Section V-B we defined the average complexity of a protocol over a set S C { O ;~~, n -l } x { O ;~~, n -l } . We now define the average error of CP over S to be
The average error of @, E,(f), is defined to be the arithmetic average of the error over the zeros and the errors over the ones: E,(_f) = (E$( f ) + E$( f))/2. Remark: In general,E,(f) can be taken as the maximum of E/(f) and E$(f), or any weighted average of the two. Here we chose half-half weights. Other weights, though possible, yield an inferior lower bound.
We can now define average-error complexitp in much the same way we did in the introduction. Two measures prove particularly useful. The average deterministic complexity with E average error is defined as defdef c,( f, c) = min { E,: + is deterministic and E,( f ) I E } , and the average randomized complexity with E average error is defined as
The next lemma shows that, although the average error is ORLITSKY AND LL GAMAI.: AVERAGE AND RANDOMIZED COMMUNICATION COMPLEXITY defined in a peculiar way, c average error is still easier to achieve than c worst error.
Lemma 7: For all functions f and c > 0, cR(f, t ) 2
C,(f? E).
Proof. Therefore,
.., n -1)) =Edf 1.
Q.E.D.
Any lower bound for cR(f, E ) is therefore also a lower bound for c,( f, t). It then suffices to prove the result for average error. We begin by proving a lower bound for the deterministic complexity cD( f, F).
Each rectangle R G (0; . ., n -1} X (0;. ., n -1} contains a certain proportion p, ( R) of ones defined as (the number of ones in the rectangle divided by its size). For deterministic +, define to be the inputs covered by rectangles R E 9+ with p, ( R ) deviating from Jlf)/n2'by a factor of at most 1 + 6.
We assumed in the beginning of Section IV that 11, 1 I n2/2. Therefore, if R E 9, satisfies R c R,,,(6), then
A similar calculation can show that IR n O,l/lR (1 + 6)10,1/n2.
Intuitively, rectangles with proportion of ones similar to that of the original function table cannot reduce the uncertainty about the function's value. The next lemma says that if the protocol errs with low probability, then R,,,(6) must be small.
Lemma 8: For every deterministic protocol $, and all 6 > 0, 1 -6 2 S I & / ( 6 ) I. 
We showed in (3) that all rectangles R E 9, that are contained in R,,,(6), satisfy J R n0,J > JRJ(1-6)(P,l/n2). Thus, we also have Combining the two, def Let r,(6) = max(lRI: IP,(R>-(l1,l/n2) > 6(l1,l/n2)} be the size of the largest rectangle in (0; . ., n -l} X (0,. . ., n -l} with proportion of ones deviating from ( s / n 2 ) by a factor of more than 1 +_ 6. (r,(S) is independent of +.) Then, for all deterministic protocols +, if R is a rectangle in 9, and /RI > r,(S) then R must be contained in R,,,(S). From the last lemma, The inequality implies that the total area occupied by rectangles of size > r f ( 6 ) is small if E,(!) is small. (In Lemma 12, we show that for most functions r f ( 8 ) is also small.) The next simple lemma says that when t h s is the case (the larger probabilities occupy a small part of the probability space), the entropy is high.
Lemma 9: If (rl: j = 1; . ., J) is a probability distribution such that E.(] ,,,,,rJ I A , then H(rJ) Proof: Compute the average number of bits needed to describe the events rl I r.
When Lemma 2 is applied to S = { O ; . -, n -l ) X ( 0 ; . ., n -l}, it yields E, 2 H(IRl/n2: R E 9,). Combining it with (4) and Lemma 9, we o.btain, for all @ and all 6 > 0,
Next, we need to relate r,(6) to 11, l . First, we use a basic result from probability theory to reduce the problem of functions in e that behave hypergeometrically to that of and the lemma follows.
To bound the size of "nontypical" rectangles, we use Bernstein's lemma.
Lemma I1 [12] : Let X,; . e , X , be independent, Bernoulli-p, random variables, and let 6 < 1 -p. Then, Therefore, if f is a random function in 3, the probability that a given rectangle of size > r will have a proportion of f-ones deviating from (s/n)2 by a factor of more than 1 k 6 is < e-62rs/4.5n2. The probability that any rectangle of size > r will have a proportion of f-ones deviating from (s/n)2 by more than 6 is < 22n-e-62rs/4.5n2 . If r 2 9n3/ ( s . a 2 ) , this probability tends to zero faster than (2/e)". Therefore, a fraction of a least 1 -(2/e)" of the functions in E do not contain any rectangle R of size 2 9n3/s.cS2 with a proportion of f-ones deviating from (s/n)2 by a factor of more than 1 k 6. We have thus proved the following.
Lemma 12: For all s and 0 < 6 < 1 -(s/n)2, a fraction of at least 1 -(2/e)" of the functions in 3 have r,(6) I 9n3/s. 6 ' .
Substituting in (5) we get that for 0 < 6 < 1 -(s/n)2,
We want results tight up to an additive term, so we can think of 6 as being very small (in fact, decreasing to 0). For 6 <1/2, 1/(1-6) <1+26, and, for very small a's, the difference (always less than 6 ) is negligible. Therefore, we approximate E,> (1-2E,(f))log-S 6 -4GE,(f)bg-S6 9n 9n
S a 2 S 6 > (1 -2E,( f )) log --46 log9n 9n S > (1 -2E,( f )) log -+ 2(1-2E,( 1)) n S *10g6-46log--4. n Since s I n2/2, this inequality is valid for all 6 < 1/2. The (negative) expression 2(1-2E,(f))log6 -46 log(s/n) is maximized for 6 = (1 -2E,(f))/2ln2.log(s/n).
Substituting, we obtain: n S Le > (1 -2E,( f )) (log ; -2 log log This result suffices to bound cD( f , i) for most functions. To bound cR( f , E), we return to the notations introduced at the beginning of the section. Note that for every ran-
This completes the proof of the lower bound. We condude the paper by applying some of the techniques developed to find a tight lower bound for the equality function.
Example 4: Consider the equality function once more. Example 3 showed that C,(equ,O) I 4. Consequently, we can only expect high worst case lower bounds. In this example, we prove that C,(equ,-C) 2 [log(n/(l+2c(nl)))] = log(l/c). First, we relate E, to zb in determinisLet + be any deterministic protocol. Then + induces the partition 9+ of (0; . ., n -l} x (0; . ., n -l} described in Section V-A. Let R,; . ., R, be the rectangles in 9, that have a nonempty intersection with lequ = { (O,O) , . * . ,
should have a computed value of 0, so we concentrate on 
H( p,: J = 1 ; . . , J ) 2 log J , c p:
We have proved the following.
/ = 1
Corollary 8: For all 0 < c I 1/2, a fraction of at least we get I n 1+2E,(n -1) = log Therefore, C,(equ,i) 2 log(n/(l+2;(n -1)). To prove tightness we now describe a protocol whose 'complexity is two bits more than the lower bound. Note, though, that the complexity of the protocol is computed under the shared random sources model. Let E > 0. Consider all partitions of (0; e , n -l } into [n/(l+12c(n -1)j)l sets of size 11+2e(n-1) each. P, picks one such partition at random (all partitions being equally likely) and transmits the index of the set that contains x. By the model assumption, he need not transmit which partition was picked. P, then transmits 1 if y belongs to the same set in the partition and 0 otherwise. The number of bits transmitted is 1 +[log(n/[1+2~(n -1))11. The error probability is clearly zero if x = y and, by symmetry or a more cumbersome argument, at most 26 for x # y . As mentioned, the protocol relies heavily on the assumption that the random experiment is shared by P, and P,.
There are far more than n partitions of (0; e , n -l } into sets of size 1 + 2cf n -1). Thus. if P. has to sDecifv which 4 d
